Download Studying Chinese In China Blog
The next best thing to actually being in China and learning about the country, its cultures, language and people
is to have a guide who takes you to the places you can’t actually get to for the time being. ‘Living a Dream in
China’ is a marvellous blog by Sara Jaaksola who’s studying a Chinese language undergraduate degree in China.
Things Only Study Abroad Students in China Get: But on the first day of class, your Chinese professor informs
you the grading policy of the class will be as follows: the class is graded on a steep, merciless curve and only
one pupil receives an “A.” With this news, you can safely kiss your inflated American GPA goodbye.
Situated on the eastern Chinese coastal plain, Shanghai is the largest and most populated city of China with 23
million inhabitants. Thanks to it’s connection to the ocean, it turned into a major commerce city and has
developed as the trade and financial center of mainland China.
You can study in China on fully funded or partialy funded scholarships. Government of China and Universities
in China offer scholarships to international students and local citizens every year and we have listed here some
best PhD Scholarships in China, Masters Scholarships in China, and undergraduate level scholarships.
The Chinese word for ‘cat’ is ? (m?o). You should find this one easy to remember as the sound of the word
resembles the sound of a cat. In China people often also use the word ?? (xi?o m?o), literally “little cat” to refer
to cats, just like “kitten” in English.
Living A Dream In China. Making the most of your time in China. Top Posts & Pages. On Dating Chinese Men
My Crazy Chinese Mother-In-Law ... Studying Chinese. Summer of Chinese! Welcome to Guangzhou to
participate on our Intensive Summer Chinese Course. May 13, 2019 /
All our teachers are native Chinese and have a Teaching Chinese as a Foreign Language certification, plus a
minimum of 1500 hrs teaching experience. Thanks to our strict recruitment process, in-house training and
internal curriculum development, we are able to guarantee you have the best teachers at hand, ensuring you
learn Mandarin Chinese in the most efficient way.
The Study Abroad Blog. ... Free tuition at China’s Universities through the Chinese Government Scholarship
Program. One of the reasons I chose Beijing University is because of the low tuition. To enroll in one of China’s
best universities, it cost me a whopping 13,600 RMB or roughly $2,000. I want to clarify that I’m not rich, and
as a 23 ...
Study Chinese in a private school. Private schools represent the most flexible and economic way to study
Chinese in China. If you wish, you can show up at the school and start the lessons the same day. Also, if you are
at least two people they will start a course for you in one or two days (the time to find a teacher).
The ultimate study abroad resource – a blog about the study abroad experience written by a study abroad student
to help other study abroad students A Day In The Life My New Life As A Study Abroad Student In Beijing,
China
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